


The lifestyle needs of today’s world have never been more demanding on the family SUV.

From the morning school run, to loading up the gear for your weekend DIY project to venturing off the beaten track for that holiday adventure, we expect more and more from our daily driver. 

That was the starting point for the engineers at HAVAL when they began to work on the new H9. It’s designed to handle all your family chores with ease with its mix of luxury and comfort. 

It’s also tough enough to create a new set of happy memories on whatever holiday trip your family throws at it. Critically, it has been designed to ensure your most precious cargo is always 

protected with the latest safety features and security technology.

Compact SUV Sporty mid-sized SUV Ultimate 7-seater family adventure 4WD

HAVAL research and development centre

HAVAL concept vehicle

Who is HAVAL

Built for the world by the world

Although new in Australia and New Zealand, HAVAL is one of the world’s largest specialist 

SUV companies. With over 5 million owners, HAVAL is the No.1 SUV brand in the world’s 

largest auto market – China, and has been for the last 16 years. 

Our philosophy is simple – employ the best people, use the best technology and suppliers 
in the world and utilise high precision robots for consistent quality. No wonder HAVAL 
SUVs are recognised for their style, features, build quality and deep lustrous paintwork.

When you invest in a HAVAL, you can be confident that it’s been designed with care, built 
with pride and engineered to last.

We look forward to welcoming you to the HAVAL family.



Stylish lines represent the culmination of years of hard work by a team of dedicated 

designers and engineers to produce the finest possible SUV. Function blends 

seamlessly with form, from the distinctive horizontal chrome grille bars to the 

smooth operation of the tailgate.

Xenon headlamps and daytime running lights are standard on all H9 models to 

brilliantly illuminate the road ahead, while the ULTRA model features adaptive front 

lighting to help you “see around corners” for increased safety and visibility. Ambient 

light sensors constantly monitor the brightness of the surrounding environment and 

switch the headlamps on and off automatically.

The low front and high rear waistline accentuate the sporting appearance of the 

H9, ensuring it looks just as good standing still as it does carving a path through 

the urban jungle or exploring off the beaten track. It not only looks good, it’s 

aerodynamically designed to channel the airflow around the car for maximum 

efficiency and lower road noise.

Other practical standard features include side steps and stainless steel scuff 

plates for ease of entry and exit and aerodynamically designed roof rails to assist 

transportation of large items.

If you are heading for the snow, the heated seats, steering wheel and wipers on the 

H9 ULTRA are ready for the adventure.

Explore in Style

No matter what you or your family is doing or where you’re 

going, in the new HAVAL H9 you’re doing it with style. 

With a distinctly different look, there’s no mistaking the H9 

for any other vehicle on the road.

Illuminated scuff plates and sidesteps on H9 ULTRA



Safe Passage for All

The new HAVAL H9 comes with a full suite of active and passive safety systems designed to provide a haven for 
you and your most precious cargo in all conditions.  

It starts with a strong frame, incorporating a high-performance safety shell that works to actively channel the energy from a collision around the 

passenger safety cell, keeping it intact and the occupants safely cocooned inside. That shell is complemented by an array of active and passive 

safety systems, including six airbags to protect all passengers. In the unfortunate event of an accident, the intelligent safety systems react in 

milliseconds to shelter all passengers with maximum protection.

The latest safety technology is standard on the new HAVAL H9 with six potentially life-saving systems: Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB), 

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM), Forward Collision Warning (FCW), Lane Departure Warning (LDW) and  

Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA). 

The HAVAL H9 is also fitted with an active Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS). Safety experts believe that incorrect tyre 

pressures contribute to around 80% of accidents involving punctures, which is why tyre pressure monitoring systems are now 

mandatory in the US. The H9 TPMS keeps an eagle eye on tyre pressures and alerts you to any abnormality. As well as being a 

great safety feature, driving with the correct tyre pressures also delivers a smoother ride and better fuel efficiency.

To maximise safety and visibility, every HAVAL H9 comes with a reverse camera (with parking guidelines) and front and rear 

parking sensors.

Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA) 

Blind Spot Monitoring  

BSM employs digital cameras 

mounted on the side vision 

mirrors to constantly monitor 

traffic movements alongside 

and provides a visual and 

audible warning if the H9 driver 

moves into the lane where 

another vehicle is located.

Rear Cross Traffic Alert

RCTA is an extension of the 

rear camera system designed 

to warn the driver of any 

vehicles that are entering your 

path when reversing. This is 

particularly helpful in busy 

parking lots.

Lane Departure Warning

LDW monitors the road 

markings to advise the 

driver if they inadvertently 

wander out of their lane, 

with a visual and audible 

reminder alerting the driver 

to move back.

 

Lane Departure Warning (LDW)

Forward Collision Warning

If the vehicle in front of you 

suddenly brakes, and FCW 

system detects a potential 

danger, the HAVAL H9 will 

immediately emit a warning 

sound and visual message to 

alert you.

Autonomous Emergency Braking

If the vehicle in front brakes 

suddenly and you don’t have 

enough time to respond, the 

HAVAL H9 will instantly apply 

the brakes to help avoid an 

accident. The H9 AEB scans  

the road 20 times per second.

Adaptive Cruise Control  

ACC takes the stress out of 

freeway travel and operates 

from 30 km/h. If the vehicle in 

front slows down, the H9 will 

also slow down to maintain a 

safe distance.

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM) Forward Collision Warning (FCW)Autonomous Emergency Braking  (AEB)

Overseas model shown. Sidesteps standard on Australian and New Zealand models.   



HAVAL dynamic engineers use the latest generation Bosch Electronic Stability Program to improve vehicle stability, reduce traction loss and reduce the 

risk of accident due to loss of car control. Employing a variety of sensors located around the vehicle, the system constantly monitors steering, speed and 

directional inputs. If any undue change is detected, ESP automatically adjusts braking and engine outputs to keep the vehicle tracking on the correct path.

ESP comes with two useful safety suites particularly designed to assist with off-road driving: Hill Hold Control (HHC) and Hill Descent Control (HDC). HHC is 

automatically engaged when stopped on any hill or incline with a grade of more than five degrees. It provides a few seconds of tractive braking, allowing the 

driver to release the brake and engage the accelerator without roll-back.

Without the driver touching the brake, HDC is designed to reduce the danger of descending steep hills. Using a combination of braking and transmission 

controls, HDC slows the vehicle to crawling speed and automatically applies individual brakes, allowing the vehicle to slowly ‘crawl’ down steep descents for 

improved driving safety.

Both H9 models come with High Intensity Discharge Xenon Headlamps, designed to provide brilliant illumination that clearly lights the path ahead, without 

unintentionally blinding any driver travelling in the opposite direction. They offer three times the brightness of a traditional halogen lamp, while using less 

power and offering a far superior life cycle. The H9 ULTRA also has a headlight self-cleaning system maximising illumination at all times.  Standard on both 

models is a dusk sensor that automatically activates the lamps in low light conditions.

The H9 ULTRA also features Adaptive Front Lighting System (AFS) that allows the driver to ‘look around’ corners and automatically adjusts levels when traversing 

up and down hills. At low speeds, the fog lamps automatically illuminate while turning 90 degrees, to further improve visibility when arriving at your destination. 

Energy absorbing body structure Adaptive Front Lighting System (AFS) on H9 ULTRA 

Overseas model shown. Sidesteps standard on Australian and New Zealand models.   

Bosch ABS / ESP 



Explore in Comfort

The new HAVAL H9 combines luxury materials throughout, outstanding fit and finish, leading technologies, 

space and attention to detail to make every journey a comfortable experience.

Every element has been designed with maximum legibility and clarity, with back-lit switches to provide ease of use in all conditions. The 

leather-stitched steering wheel falls easily to hand and is fully adjustable to make sure every driver can find the perfect driving position. 

The large, easy to use centre instrument panel houses a large 8-inch touch screen that provides clear, concise information for a host of functions 

including climate control, reverse camera, audio and – on the H9 ULTRA model – seat heating, ventilation and massage functions. Positioned next 

to the speedo is a virtual dashboard with customisable designs and vehicle functions. The instrument panel combines large easy-to-read analogue 

dials for speedometer and tachometer, and houses a 3.5-inch LED screen complete with a host of driver-friendly read-outs including speed, 

average speed, fuel consumption, distance to empty and tyre pressure monitoring (TPMS). 

Tri-zone climate control air-conditioning ensures passengers can dial in their preferred temperature, while roof-mounted vents in the second 

and third rows deliver clean air to all occupants.

There’s plenty of storage space for drinks and power sockets to charge mobile phones or tablets. If the family needs extra capacity, the 

second row folds 60:40 and the third row folds 50:50 providing a cavernous 1457 litres of space if required. The ULTRA version even comes 

with heated seats for the second-row passengers and electric folding third-row seats.

The 18” front wheels ride on a double wishbone suspension, with unequal length upper and lower wishbones designed to change camber 

angle to easily accommodate any change in road surface. That means the tyre maintains maximum contact with the road, reducing tyre 

wear and delivering a smooth, comfortable ride for you and your family.

The multi-link rear suspension provides high levels of control, greatly reducing undue forces generated by the road surface. This improves 

comfort levels for all occupants and helps deliver optimum launch feel and braking power.

H9 ULTRA model shown.



Smooth and Powerful
The new HAVAL H9 comes with a state-of-the-art turbocharged petrol engine that delivers family-friendly power.  
 
With 180 kilowatts of power and 350 Newton-metres of torque, the H9 has all the power you need to meet every challenge. The engine uses a 

turbocharger boasting variable geometry technology. Drive it and you’ll experience smooth take-off,  powerful acceleration when required and fuel 

stop/start economy at cruising speeds. It also features a twin channel charger intake system to improve turbo performance, while variable valve 

timing (VVT) delivers maximum power, increased fuel efficiency and reduced emissions.

The turbocharged engine is matched to an all-new, German engineered ZF 8-speed automatic transmission. Similar to the gearbox used by leading 

European luxury car manufacturers, it delivers a silky smooth drive, effortless launch feel and efficiency, and, when the mood takes you, switch the 

H9 to Sport mode and flick the paddle shifters for that extra dose of adrenalin.

Overseas model shown. Sidesteps standard on Australian and New Zealand models.   

HAVAL H9 centre console. HAVAL H9 intelligent key fob 



Look around the new H9 and you quickly realise there’s ample room for all seven occupants. Fold the second and third-row seats flat and there’s a 

cavernous 1457 litres of space on offer. These can be manipulated in numerous ways via the 60:40 split fold second row or 50:50 split fold third row.

Unlike many ‘7-seat’ SUVs on the market today, the H9 comes with plenty of room for the family members in the third row, with a generous 700mm 

of legroom built in. 

Both versions of the new H9 feature a sunroof as standard equipment. The LUX model features a standard aperture sunroof, while the ULTRA comes 

with a full-length panoramic sunroof to provide the ultimate view from a world-class interior. The sunroofs have built-in rain sensors and can be 

closed remotely using the key fob.

The H9 LUX comes with a high-fidelity sound system that delivers crystal clear sound from a variety of sources (Bluetooth, CD, USB, radio) through 

seven quality speakers. Move up to the ULTRA and the sound system comes with INFINITY brand speakers, including an under-seat mounted sub-

woofer. Both systems can be controlled via the steering-wheel mounted controls.

Wide Open Spaces
Panoramic sunroof on H9 ULTRA

Infinity speakers by HARMAN on H9 ULTRA Powered third-row seats on H9 ULTRA 



The new HAVAL H9 was designed and built for busy families with thoughtful features to make life 
a little less stressful.  

Practicality starts as you approach the car, with the ease of keyless entry. With the keys in your pocket, you only need to wrap 

your hand around the color-coded door handle to unlock the vehicle and allow entry for all passengers. Accessing the H9 is 

made easy with standard side-steps and plenty of grab handles. 

Start the new H9 and the large, TFT instrument panel comes to life displaying all the vital information the driver needs to 

start safely. It immediately provides warnings if any doors are open, the vehicle is low on fuel, or the tyre pressures are 

outside the recommended operating range.

Just in case you accidentally lock the H9 with windows and doors open, press and hold the keyfob and the windows and 

sunroof close.

The H9 features an electro-chromatic (self-dimming) rear view mirror to prevent night time glare and incorporates built-in 

seat belt warning lights.

The large, easy-to-read centre stack houses a high definition touch screen that provides access and control for a host of 

functions including climate control and audio.

For Family Adventures

Heated steering  wheel on H9 ULTRA Heated ventilated massaging front seats on H9 ULTRAInstrument panel 



Choose Your Own Adventure

The H9 is one of the most capable off-road vehicles you’ll ever drive.  
 
That’s why Australia’s leading off-road magazine – 4x4 Australia – named the H9 as one of the finalists in the grueling 

2017 and 2018 4x4 Of The Year Award.

Starting with a rugged ladder frame chassis, the H9 was designed to offer a strong platform to help you conquer the 

most challenging conditions. Much more resistant to twisting forces, the ladder frame H9 chassis delivers a smooth, 

quiet ride in all conditions.

With a 700mm fording depth and long-travel compliant suspension, the new H9 takes water crossings, the bush and 

mountains in its stride.

Travelling off-road can be daunting, but the set and forget system engineered for the HAVAL H9 is designed to give you 

peace of mind and provide a safe, comfortable journey for you and your family. The new H9 comes with HAVAL’s intuitive 

All Terrain Control System, designed to help the driver master any condition they encounter by selecting from one of the 

six pre-set programs that best suit the conditions: Auto, Sport, Snow, Sand, Mud, and 4L. It automatically adjusts the 

vehicle’s traction and braking force to ensure maximum grip and performance in any terrain. 

The 8” high resolution touch screen display lets you check for surface flatness, front to rear torque split, coolant, 

transmission oil temperature, steering wheel angle, barometric pressure, altitude, and external temperature.

Don’t be surprised if the new HAVAL H9 takes you further than you’ve ever ventured.



Exterior Colours

White silk Pewter Onxy Bronze

Dimensions

The Experts Agree
“The value proposition is unbelievable... the 
Ultra is absolutely swimming with kit for the 
money.”
- Cars Guide 

 
“A great value buy...a must-drive proposition 
for a family on a budget.”
- Behind the Wheel

 
“The H9 has outstanding  
off-road performance.”
- Driven.co.nz
 

“The HAVAL H9 is a  
game changer”
- Drivelife.co.nz

“Capable, comfortable  
and surprisingly  
practical 4x4”
- 4x4 Australia

“It’s the HAVAL H9 off-road  
ability that impresses most of all.”
- Motoring.com.au

 

“The H9 offers remarkable value for money.”
- Caradvice.com.au



Configuration LUX ULTRA

Air Conditioning
Tri-zone climate control air conditioning (driver / passenger / rear)

Pollen filter

Outside Temperature Indicator

2nd & 3rd row air outlet and independant controls

Windscreen demist function

Off Road
Hill descent control (HDC)

Hill start assist control (HAC)

All-terrain control system (Auto, Sport, Sand, Snow, Mud, 4L)

Multi-function off-road gauges (altitude, compass, barometric 
pressure, inclinometer)
Eaton electronic differential lock 

Fording depth 700mm

BorgWarner Double-speed Torque-On-Demand® systemConfiguration LUX ULTRA

Exterior 
Sunroof with rain sensor       Standard  Panoramic

18” Aluminium alloy wheels

Roof rails (matt alloy)

Side steps   Illuminated

Stainless steel rear bumper protector

Rain-sensing automatic front wipers       Heated

Tyres     265 / 60 R18  265 / 60 R18

Full sized spare wheel

Interior
Grey / Black interior

4-way manually adjustable leather multi-function steering wheel        Heated

Aluminium pedals

Carpet mats

220V rear power outlet

Luggage blind

Drivers foot rest

Stainless steel scuff plates   Illuminated

7” multi-function trip computer

Auto start / stop

Push button start

Seats
7 seats

Comfort-Tek seats (Premium Eco-Leather)

Fabric seats

Front power heated / ventilated / massaging seats

8-way electric adjustable drivers seat with lumbar support and memory

Configuration LUX ULTRA

4-way electric adjustable front passenger seat with duplicate controls

Front seats with leg rest function

2nd row heated seats

2nd row arm rest with cup holder

3rd row powered seats

Manually adjustable 2nd row slide and tilt

60:40 split fold 2nd row seat

50:50 split fold 3rd row seat

ISOXFIX child seat fixing device (2nd row only)

Active / Passive Safety
Dual front and side SRS airbags

Full-length side curtain airbags (3 rows)

Lane departure warning (LDW)

Rear cross traffic alert (RCTA)

Lane change assist (LCA)

Ajustable front seatbelts with pretensioner + seatbelt warning system

Child safety lock

Front and rear parking sensors (4 front + 4 rear)

Reverse camera with dynamic reversing auxiliary line

Driver condition monitoring

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

Traction Control System (TCS)  
Electronic Brakeforce Distribution  (EBD)

Brake Assist (BA)

Electronic Stability Program (ESP)

Tyre pressure monitoring system (TPMS)

Autonomous emergency braking (AEB)

Active cruise control (ACC)

Configuration LUX ULTRA

Collision fuel off system

Automatic collision unlocking function

Electronic park brake (EPB)

Roll movement intervention (RMI)

Active front head restraints

Speed warning system

Emergency brake hazard warning

Security
Engine immobiliser

Intelligent key / keyless entry 

Speed sensing central door locking (15km/h)

Remote control central locking / unlocking system

Automatic locking return function

Automatic collision unlocking function

Car locating function

Intelligent door-locking error-proofing function

Key fob window and sunroof closing system

Multi-media features
8” high definition touch screen

Bluetooth hands-free + audio streaming

MP5 + USB + AUX + SD Card 

4 tweeters + 4 bass + 1 centre channel speaker

Infinity sound system + subwoofer

Independant amplifier

SD card slot

Glass / Mirrors
Full power windows 

One-touch window open / close

Accidental window pinch prevention on drivers window

Electro chromatic rear view (self-dimming and anti-glare)

Electrically foldable and adjustable rear view  mirrors with demister

Rear privacy glass (no-cost option)

Rear screen demister

Lighting
Automatic Xenon headlights 25W 35W

Headlight cleaning system

Daytime running lights (DRL)

Electric height-adjustable headlights

Adaptive front lighting system (AFS)

Front / rear foglights

Follow-Me-Home function

HAVAL laser puddle lights

Selectable mood lighting

Specifications

Overall dimensions Length × width × height (mm) 4856 x 1926 x 1900
Wheelbase (mm) 2800
Front rear wheel track 1610 / 1610
Engine 2L turbocharged 16 valve, double VVT direct injection
Maximum power output (kW/rpm) 180 @ 5500
Maximum torque (Nm/rpm) 350 @ 1800 - 4500
Emission standard EUV
Fuel consumption (combined cycle)  10.9L / 100km
Fuel tank size 80L

Transmission / drive ZF-8AT with paddle shifters

Towing capacity 2500kg Braked

Drive mode 4WD - Selectable All-Terrain control

Standard             Not available

Roof Racks

Carry more with these genuine HAVAL 
aerodynamically designed roof racks.  

Cargo Barrier

Protect your cargo with this easy to fit and remove 
Australian-made cargo barrier. 

Tow Bar

Genuine Australian made tow bars are designed for 
your HAVAL H9.  
 

Accessories (optional)

Weather Shields

Protect yourself from the elements with these tinted 
weather shields for your HAVAL H9.  
 



For more information visit haval.com.au or haval.co.nz.

HAVAL Motors Australia (HMA) and HAVAL Motors New Zealand (HMNZ) reserve the right to alter vehicle specifications and 

equipment levels without notice. Some equipment featured on the cars in this brochure may not be available in Australia 

and New Zealand or may be optional. To the extent permitted by law, neither HMA nor HMNZ shall be liable to any person 

as a result of reliance on the content of the brochure. Always check with your local HAVAL Dealer for the latest product 

specifications.  Information in this brochure is current as at 01/05/2019. 

Edition Code: ANZ 01-05-2019/04


